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Drishti is developed in python 2.7 with support for Tcl/Tk and SQLite. It provides tools to explore and visualize data sets, they are in 3D (volumetric), 2D (single slice images), or 1D (arrays). The following dataset types are supported by Drishti: * Volumetric (e.g. X-ray, Tomography, Microscopy) * Slice-based (e.g. Microscopy, Microarray) * Arrays (e.g. Histology, FISH,
Microarray) * Images (e.g. Microscopy) * Measurements (e.g. Microscopy, Tomography) Drishti is written in python 2.7. Drishti may be installed easily by simply downloading the binary package available below. Alternatively the sources can be obtained from SourceForge at : The following system requirements are needed to install Drishti: * Python 2.7 or above * numpy 1.6 *
scipy 0.9.0 or above * Vispy 0.0.13 or above * sqlite3 or above * Tk 8.5 or above * libxml2 or above Drishti is currently under active development. I welcome contributions and suggestions. The source code of Drishti is hosted on SourceForge : A brief introduction to Drishti is available at : The full documentation, examples and additional info may be found at : Enjoy Drishti! To
download Drishti, please go to : COPYRIGHT Copyright (C) 2011 Drishti Software. All Rights Reserved. Trademarks Trademarks and registered trademarks are the property of their respective owners. Drishti, Drishti Software, and the Drishti software logo are trademarks or registered trademarks of Drishti Software in the United States and other countries. All other trademarks are
the property of their respective owners. You are not allowed to use the name Drishti in its full
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======================= Defines the angles for slicing. If not specified, 180 degrees are used for slicing. Entry is the default value and is used when the length is specified. Note This list is incomplete. See also the OpenGL - OpenGL Functions and constants page. Influence of oestrogen on the development of the rat mammary gland. The effects of subcutaneous
administration of 17 beta-estradiol (E2) on the development of the mammary glands of rats were examined during pregnancy, lactation and at various stages of the postpartum period. At various times after induction of pregnancy, E2 treatment from Days 10-15 delayed differentiation of the mammary glands and decreased the number of mammary glands by about 50% (P less than
0.05). At Day 20 of gestation, there were no significant differences between the control and E2-treated rats. On Days 2-8 post partum, E2 treatment delayed parenchymal growth of mammary glands by about 50%. At Days 10-12, E2-treated glands were smaller in size than controls. At Day 14 post partum, the gland volumes of controls and E2-treated rats were similar. During
pregnancy and lactation, E2 administration resulted in a delay in parenchymal growth of the mammary glands. After weaning, mammary gland growth resumed with the same time course as that of control animals. These observations suggest that E2 affects the mammary gland by delaying differentiation and growth. The growth of the mammary glands may be related to the
decreased pup growth.But the hits kept on coming. The French defence minister, Jean-Yves Le Drian, on Tuesday spoke of "stretches of destroyed territory". Two days earlier, after an Israeli airstrike hit a secret weapons facility used by Iran in Syria, President Nicolas Sarkozy was convinced that Israel was behind the bombing. Then came a startling report in the Sunday Times, that
in early May British spy chiefs had ordered their MI6 counterparts in Tel Aviv to spy on the Israeli embassy in London, and the Israeli consulate in Istanbul, to "gather intelligence on the relationship between senior officials in the Netanyahu government and, in particular, on those members of the cabinet who might have intentions for potential assassination of foreign leaders". In
July, a London court dismissed a libel action brought by Mr Netanyahu against the newspaper, citing a "report of matters of public importance". The case, 81e310abbf
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- Drishti is an easy-to-use, easily accessible software application that presents 2D data sets - As an open source application, you will not have to invest money and/or effort to use Drishti for learning. - Drishti is platform-independent and can be run in Windows, Linux, Mac OS X. - Drishti is a true, multi-platform application and can be used on Macs, PCs, and on Linux-based
systems. - Drishti is a powerful, easy-to-use and easy to learn software application that allows for easy visualization of 2D data sets in 3D. - Drishti can import most 2D image formats and also loads many formats such as ".tiff", ".jpg", ".png" and ".tif". - Drishti uses OpenGL, a 3D graphics library, for its 3D rendering engine. - Drishti has been developed keeping in mind the enduse : visualizing tomography data, electron-microscopy data, etc. - Drishti stands for vision or insight in Sanskrit, an Indian language. - Drishti has been developed keeping in mind the end-use : visualizing tomography data, electron-microscopy data, etc. - Drishti has been developed keeping in mind the end-use : visualizing tomography data, electron-microscopy data, etc. - Drishti
is a simple, easy to use application specially designed to offer you a volume renderer. - Drishti stands for vision or insight in Sanskrit, an Indian language. - Drishti has been developed keeping in mind the end-use : visualizing tomography data, electron-microscopy data, etc. - Drishti has been developed keeping in mind the end-use : visualizing tomography data, electronmicroscopy data, etc. - Drishti is a simple, easy to use application specially designed to offer you a volume renderer. - Drishti stands for vision or insight in Sanskrit, an Indian language. - Drishti has been developed keeping in mind the end-use : visualizing tomography data, electron-microscopy data, etc. - Drishti has been developed keeping in mind the end-use : visualizing
tomography data, electron-microscopy data, etc. - Drishti is a simple,
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Drishti is a simple, easy to use application specially designed to offer you a volume renderer. Drishti stands for vision or insight in Sanskrit, an Indian language. Drishti has been developed keeping in mind the end-use : visualizing tomography data, electron-microscopy data, etc. Understanding the data set is important and conveying that understanding to the research community or
a lay person is equally important. Drishti is aiming for both. The central idea about Drishti is that the scientists should be able to use it for exploring volumetric datasets as well as use it in presentations. Key features: - Simple, Easy to Use - Can explore both 2D and 3D data. - Drishti allows you to color, fill and filter volume renderers. - Using gradient fills can show intensity and/or
transparency as well. - 3D, 2D and volume renderers. - View overlays (integrate anatomical structures, etc.) in 3D, 2D and volume renderers. - Color-coding volume and 2D data for viewing it in 3D and/or 2D. - Very easy to use. - Drishti is platform independent and works with all platforms including Mac and Windows. - Includes ready to use render templates for eye balls, tubing,
etc. - Simple and easy to understand user interface. - A separate volume viewer, using the VolumeRenderer class. - Completely object oriented. - Drishti has no dependencies, works out-of-the-box with all major programming languages. - It can be used for presentations too. - The VolumeRenderer class is thread-safe. - Drishti is licensed under the MIT License. - Drishti has been
developed in-house and is also used by many research groups. - It has been used for visualization of many datasets including tomography, electron microscopy, etc. - Screenshots: How to use: 1) Unzip the archive, double-click on the drishti.app to launch. 2) In the main window, click on the browse button to view a volumetric dataset. The dataset will be loaded. 3) Double click on
the volumetric data and/or 2D data to view in 2D and/or 3D. 4) Some key functionality is explained in the Help menu. 5) The help will be very easy to understand. 6) Drag and drop images, videos and other files from the Finder on the screen to view them in the VolumeRenderer. 7) Also, there is a Help button in the main window
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System Requirements:

Windows 7, 8, and 10 MacOS 10.8 or later (Requires Snow Leopard or later) Intel-compatible processor or compatible AMD processor Memory: 1 GB RAM 8 GB free hard drive space Graphics: 1 GB VRAM DirectX 10 compatible video card Internet: broadband connection DVD/CD-ROM drive Software: The Flash Builder 4.0 update requires the latest version of Flash Builder
4.5; the Flash Builder 4.5 update requires the latest version of Flash Builder 4.5
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